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A microbeam irradiation system based on single ta-
pered glass capillary optics with thin end-window has
been developed at a beam line of the Pelletron tan-
dem accelerator in the Nishina R&D Building. The
microbeam is extracted through a several-µm diameter
outlet. The previous system (FY2006-2015) was used to
investigate only the cellular response to ion microbeam
hitting.1–4) The new system will irradiate samples of not
only (1) cells (transparent target), but also (2) the sur-
faces of small insects (not transparent). The correspond-
ing aims are (1) investigation of the mechanism of repair
of DNA by microbeam irradiation to a small area in the
nucleus to artificially induce accumulation of proteins
for the repairing, and (2) search for a specific gene that
corresponds to an active organ (horn, wing etc.) to de-
velop its structure or shape. The system will employ H+

ions of up to 3 MeV and He2+ ions of up to 4.5 MeV,
whose ranges after the end-window are approximately
130 µm and 20 µm in water, respectively. For the irra-
diation of cells, the ion energy is selected such that the
ion can be stopped inside the nucleus or can penetrate
the cell. For the irradiation of an insect that is alive in
air, the distance from the capillary outlet is several mm
for both H+ and He2+ beams, since air is about 1000
times thinner than water. One can select the ion species
according to their linear energy transfer (LET) of up
to about 80 and 230 keV/µm for H+ and He2+ in the
target, respectively. This means that single ion hitting
can cause a serious damage in the DNA. This year, the
following parts were installed or are in progress:

(a) Laser alignment system for capillary axis: a green
(wavelength = 532 nm, 1 mW max. for output) laser
source is positioned at the counter part of the capillary
beam line on the analyzing magnet so that the ion beam
axis can be visualized as the laser beam. The laser is
transmitted through the capillary optics. The system
allows users to reduce the alignment time from a few
hours to a few minutes. The inset photo in Fig. 1 shows a
diffraction ring pattern that is obtained when a capillary
is aligned precisely. The capillary is seen at the bottom
left part as a shining cone by the green laser.

(b) Prototype of vertically bending magnet of MeV ion
beams using neodymium magnets located in the vacuum
chamber: the magnetic field in the gap was measured
to be 6.4 kGauss. The gap will be tuned so that the
optimum bending angle of the ion beam will be obtained.

(c) Capillary holder with a remote-control tilt sys-
tem (Fig. 2): the actuators (SGSP-13ACTR-B0, SIG-
MAKOKI Co., LTD) for the horizontal and vertical tilt-
ing are controlled by Windows Tablet PCs through Eth-
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Fig. 1. The beam line of the new microbeam system. The

symbols (a)–(e) are explained in the text. The degree of

vacuum level is kept better than 10−5 Pa.

Fig. 2. Capillary holder with a remote tilt system controlled

through Ethernet. The glass tube will be replaced with

a tapered glass capillary optics to produce microbeams.

ernet.
(d) Ion counting system to estimate the dose for the

irradiation: PIN photodiode sensor (S3590-09, Hama-
matsu) is connected to a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier
whose output signals are processed by NIM modules.
(e) An inverted microscope (IX73, OLYMPUS) and

a motorized XY stage system (BIOS-225T-OL, SIG-
MAKOKI Co., LTD) were purchased. The working dis-
tances of the stage are 110 and 75 mm for the X (left-
right) and Y directions, respectively, with a position res-
olution of 0.1 µm.
The next step is the irradiation to biological target for

the aims mentioned in the introduction section.
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Aargon-ion-beam mutagenesis of the plant-symbiotic edible
mushroom Tricholoma matsutake†
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Tricholoma matsutake is a filamentous fungus that
produces prized mushrooms “matsutake” in associa-
tion with conifers.1,2) Currently, no cultivars allow the
fungus to fruit artificially, unlike commercially avail-
able edible mushrooms. Developing cultivars that are
suitable for spawn cultivation will greatly contribute to
the artificial cultivation of the plant-symbiotic mush-
rooms. We hypothesized that irradiation breeding
could help produce T. matsutake cultivars for fruit-
ing during spawn cultivation. In the present study, as
a prerequisite for generating T. matsutake mutants, we
analyzed the lethality of an argon-ion beam (40Ar17+,
95 MeV/u) and generated mutants; this nuclide was
used because it has an LET of 280 keV/µm with a
theoretical penetrating range in water of 8 mm, which
should be sufficient to penetrate the fungal mycelial
colony on an agar plate.

An argon-ion beam (0–300 Gy) was irradiated on
T. matsutake mycelia on agar plates, after which hy-
phae at the edge of the colony were picked and trans-
ferred onto fresh agars, conferring a lethality rate pro-
portional to the radiation dose (Fig. 1). Irradiation
with 100–150 Gy accelerated the killing, and that with
300 Gy exterminated the fungi (Fig. 1). Tricholoma
matsutake strain NBRC 33136, which had fewer aerial
hyphae, was more sensitive to the radiation, while
NBRC 108262 and NBRC 112911 with more aerial hy-
phae were somewhat resistant (Fig. 1). No putative
mutants were obtained based on mycelial morphology
during the lethality experiment. Therefore, we irra-
diated NBRC 33136 mycelia on agar plates at a dose
of 500 Gy and picked pieces from an internal portion
of the mycelia, rather than hyphae at the edge of the
colony; we hypothesized that with such a high dose,
the hyphae in less populated areas would be killed
completely, while mutants might occur in densely pop-
ulated areas.

The protocol conferred some putative mutants with
colony morphologies different from that of the wild-
type strain. Compared with the wild-type strain
(Fig. 2a), most of the putative mutants exhibited ab-
normal traits at the first screening, including thin
mycelial colonies (Fig. 2b), increased numbers of aerial
hyphae (Fig. 2c), hyphae that were bundled and grew
rather straight (Fig. 2d), and hyphae that were erect
(Fig. 2e); however, they generally reverted to the wild-
type phenotype during the second screening. Despite
such a problem, we isolated one relatively stable mu-
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areas. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Lethality of argon-ion beam on T. matsutake (n=3).

Fig. 2. Mycelial morphology on agar plates of putative 

 
Fig. 2. Mycelial morphology on agar plates of putative

T. matsutake mutants. a The wild-type NBRC 33136.

b–e Putative mutants whose phenotypes reverted to

that of the wild-type after a culture transfer. f Puta-

tive mutant whose phenotype is relatively stable. Scale

bar: 5 mm.

tant, which had much fewer aerial hyphae and grew
solely in a planar manner on MMN+V8 agar plates
(Fig. 2f). While heavy-ion beams may be useful for
isolating mutants of T. matsutake, maintaining mu-
tants requires precautions to prevent given traits from
reverting after repetitively culturing their mycelia.
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